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INTRODUCtION 
A COMPACT orientable Lagrangian surface smoothly immersed in the cotangent bundle of 
the plane carries canonical and Maslov cohomology classes. In this paper we define the two 
polarization indices of a Lagrangian surface. They are invariant under deformation of the 
Lagrangian immersion. (It should be emphasized that the immersions and deformations 
must satisfy transversality conditions.) Any pair of integers which sum to the Euler 
characteristic an be realized as the polarization indices of a Lagrangian immersion, with 
arbitrary canonical and Maslov classes (Theorem I). An integral formulation of the 
polarization indices leads to an integral inequality. Realizing equality in the case of a sphere 
dctermincs the immersion up to homotopy through Lagrangian immersions. Realizing 
equality in the cast of a torus constraints the Maslov class and polarization indicts but fails 
to dctcrmine the immersion’s homotopy class (Thcorcm 2). The proofs of Theorem I and 2 
are constructive in nature and arc based on the correspondence between polarized Lagran- 
gian surfaces and their graphs. The dcsircd Lagrangian surfaces are constructed by cutting 
and pasting their graphs. A dctailcd description of this correspondence as well as several 
examples of Lagrangian surfaces can bc found in the Appendix. We note that these 
polarization indices occur naturally in the context of Lagrangian solutions to PDE. For 
example, in [7] we show that if a Lagrangian surface is also a solution to a nondegenerate 
hyperbolic Symplectic Monge Ampere PDE then the polarization indices are carried by a 
cohomology class defined on the entire Lagrangian surface. This can be used to show that 
specific types of weak single valued functions cannot occur as solutions. 
PRESCRIBING INVARIANTS 
Let n: T*IW* -, [w denote the cotangent bundle of the plane with canonical l-form 0. 
Given a compact orientable Lagrangian immersed surface j: L -+ T*R2 (i.e. j*dO = 0) we 
have the CO]-period map CO]: H,( L, R) + R which is an invariant for j up to symplectic 
congruence. Since the Lagrangian Grassman of oriented Lagrangian 2-planes in a 4- 
dimensional vector space is ditfcomorphic to S* x S’ we have an associated Gauss map 
g: L -+ S’ x S’, defined up to a choice of trivialization of T( T*[W’). The pull back of the 
fundamental class of the S’ factor defines the Maslou class Cm]: H,(L, Z) -* Z of Lagran- 
gian immersion. It is an invariant for j up to homotopy through Lagrangian immersions. 
We now define the polarization indices. Let ( P4, o) denote the cotangent bundle 
(T*[W*, &I) as a symplcctic manifold (i.e. with 0 and n: T*lW* -+ Iw* forgotten). A smooth 
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fibration p: P* --* R’ with each fiber a Lagrangian surface ditfeomorphic to &I’ is called a 
polarization of ( P’. m). Notice that once a polarization is fixed then an additional choice of 
“zero” section 5: R’ -L P” provides a unique l-form 8; which satisfies &I: = w, and 01 {(R’) 
= 0. Such a choice yields an identification of (Pp) with ( T*W, n), and hence a corres- 
pondence between Lagrangian surfaces in P” and their graphs in W’ x R = f3 + UP. See the 
Appendix for a review of this correspondence. (Notice that any pair of such sections < are 
homotopic and a “deformation of zero-section” corresponds to an isotopy through fiber 
preserving diffeomorphism of B -+ R2.) 
We will say a smooth compact oriented immersed Lagrangian surface j: L + PJ is 
Arnold polurixd by p: P” -+ [w’ ’ tf the resulting identification of (Pa. p) with ( T* W, n) 
yields a graph for (L. j) which satisfies the following generic conditions: the locus of points 
in the associated Legendre submanifold L + T*R* x R. where the projection k: L+ B 
= R* x R fails to immerse is a union of embedded curves s in L. Further at every such 
non-immersive point the map k will be locally equivalent to an edge or tail, see section 21.6 
of Cl]. It follows that the curve c’ c Lcovers a disjoint finite union ofembedded circles C in 
the Lagrangian submanifold L. The differential of the map noj: L + [w2 will have rank 2 or 
1 on L. The rank 1 locus is exactly C. At every point of C the map 7~ j will locally equivalent 
to a Whitney “fold”. or “cusp” map, [ 1.4, IO]. We let (cp 1 c C denote the finite set of cusp 
points. (Notice that these assumptions on the graph are preserved by fiber preserving 
ditfcomorphisms of B + RL. So we may remain imprecise about the choice of zero 
section.) WC will say that two Arnold polarizations (j,. trO) and (j,. p,) are polarid 
honwfopic if thcrc exist a smooth one-parameter family of Lagrangian immersions 
j,: L x [O. l] -, PJ such that. j, agrees with the given maps at I = 0, I, and for all t~[0, I] 
the map 11 u j,: I!. 4 R’ has ditliircntial (I> oj,)* of rank 2 or I. (Another way to state this last 
condition is that the image of the I-jet of/r c,j, in the jet bundle J ‘(L, [w’) does not intersect 
the “rank 0 submanifold”.) Using Arnold’s thcorcm in section 22.1 of [ I] (which completely 
charactcrizcs the generic bifurcations in the locus C, c L where p ,j, has rank I) we are free 
to assume that polarized homotopics satisfy the additional transversality conditions; C, is 
an imbcddcd submanifold of L x [O. I]: and the bifurcation points in C, are locally 
equivalent to A,, A, and A,, SW Fig. 63 in [I]. Notice that these bifurcation points are 
isolated. and that for all t E [O. I]. C, inhrrits a well dejinrd orientutionfrom aBL as follows: a 
vector tangent to C, at a fold point is positively oriented if the double covered side of 
/I ‘1 j,( C,) c R’ is counter-clockwise to the tangent vector. An examination of the edge, tail- 
singularities and the A ,, A?, A,-bifurcations will convince the reader that this orientation is 
well defined for any Arnold polarized Lagrangian surface and is preserved by polarized 
homotopy. 
Now it is easy to show that the set of oriented Lagrangian 2-planes in a four dimensional 
symplectic vector space which intersect a fixed Lagrangian 2-plane in exactly a one- 
dimensional subspace is an open subset of Sr x S’ which smoothly retracts onto a pair of 
circles, Sk u Sl. This induces a decomposition of the rank 1 locus (of an Arnold polarized 
Lagrangian surface) C = C, u C, where y- ‘(SJ) = C,, a = R, L. We denote the restricted 
Gauss maps by (.g),: C, -. Sa, [I = R, L. Now we will show that the Sa, a = R. L inherit a 
natural orientation from R2 and provide a gcomctric interpretation. 
First recall that the image of i~,~j: CR u C,, 4 R ’ is a finite union of smooth closed 
curves which arc immcrscd except at a finite number of cusp points. Thus up to a choice of 
trivialization of Rz both noj(C,) have a well dctincd smooth projective Gauss map 
g,: C, + P( W’) dctincd by translating the tangent line ( IC oj)* TC, to the origin. (At a cusp 
point thcrc is a well-dcfincd limiting tangent line and these maps extend smoothly.) Since 
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both C, and P(R’) carry prescribed orientations we have a well defined degree for each of 
the projective Gauss maps. 
Now choose a hermitian structure so that P4 c E4 2: iEi + IE: and p: Ei + lE$ + EA. 
Using a parallel trivialization of TP* = TIE’ we can identify each S,‘, 3: = R, L with P( Ei). 
Since P(IE~) can be identified with P(R2) by way of the polarization we have that the Sf 
carry natural orientations and that the maps (y),: C, + SJ, a = R, L are homotopic to the 
projective Gauss maps gZ: C, --, p( R2), SL = R, L. We define the two polarization indices PI,, 
a = R, L of an Arnold polarized Lagrangian surface in P4 to be the degrees of the (g)_, 
a = R, L. They are invariant under polarized homotopy. In example (c) of the Appendix we 
use these indices to show that homotopic Lagrangian surfaces need not be polarized 
homotopic. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Given any Arnold polarized compact orientable Lagrangian surfuce, 
j: L + P’ 7 [w’, PI, + PI, = x(L). Furthermore there exists an Arnold polarized immersion 
J? L 4 P* such that j = ion the complement of a disk D2 in L and the polarization indices OfJ: 
satisfy Ix(L)1 = [E,l + IpI,(. 
(b) Given L a compact orientuble surface, a pair homomorphisms; he: H ,( L, [w) --, ‘8% 
hm:H,(L,Z)+Z,andn,EZ,a= R, L such thut nR + nL = x(L) then there exists an Arnold 
polarized Layranyian immersion j: L --, P’ 7 Iw2 with hU = [O], hm = [m] and PI, = n,, 
a = R. L. 
Pror$ (a) Choose a Euclidean structure on R*. Since the set of points in C c L where 
poj has a cusp singularity is finite there exists a regular value 1~ 1Fp(W2) for both y.: 
C, --, P(R2) a = R. L which is not the g,-image of a cusp point. Now p Qj composed with 
perpendicular projection onto 1 defines a Morse function on L with critical points at exactly 
the preimagcs {g; ‘(1) u g; ‘(I)} c C c L. Because of the orientation convention on C the 
index of a critical point is + 1 (resp. - I) if and only if the Gauss map y,: C, --, !P(R2) is 
orientation preserving (resp. reversing). With the Morse inequalities we have the first part 
of (a). 
The remainder of part (a) follows from the observation that given an immersed Arnold 
polarized Lagrangian surface we can connect a bicuspal2-sphere so that (i) (PI, -+ PI, + 1 
and PI, -+ PI, - 1) or (ii) (PI, -+ PI, - 1 and PI, + PI, + I). Since this construction is 
local we may view the attachment of a collection of such spheres as modifying the given 
immersion. Connecting the bicuspal sphere will be defined in terms of a fundamental 
domain. To see this choose a component of C and a non-cuspal point on it, then the 
modification in Fig. I changes the polarization index of this component as in(i) or (ii) above. 
(The relevant fact to recall is that the two components of the biscuspal sphere’s rank 1 locus 
have opposite dexterity.) If C, or CL is empty then (L,j) can be prepared with the 
attachment of a bicuspal sphere. 
Part(b) will follow from Part (a) if we can show that there exists a Lagrangian 
immersion with [0] = h0 and [m] = hm. To see this first consider the product torus given 
in cotangent coordinates (x, y, p, q) by j(u, v) = (0 cos(mu), t?cos(rfiu), Bsin(mu), gsin(riio)), 
u and UE [O, 2~1, 0, t?~ R+, m, m E Z - { 0). The [O J-periods for this torus are nom and ngrii. 
The [ml-periods are m and fi. (Over the corners of the [ -8.01 x [ -6 g] rectangle in R2 
the graph of this torus is neither an edge nor a tail. Tori with ti = 0 are constructed in the 
Appendix. We write Ti B m rit to denote a Lagrangian torus with [@J-periods 0. gand [ml- 
periods m, ti and note that811 of the examples introduced above have an edge point in their 
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fundamental domain. Thus we take g such disjoint tori T~;.ig,~~,,R,, i = 1,. . . g with 
arbitrary [O] and [m] periods, and form the connected sums of the i-th and (i + I)-th copy 
by choosing an edge point in the fundamental domain of each torus and gluing in a 
Lagrangian S’ x R as in Fig. 2. We are finished. 
Now observe that for any identification R2 5 EZ we may represent the target of 
g.: C, + P( Rz) by a round semi-circle modulo endpoints. Thus the complement of the cusp 
points C - (cp} c E2 and P(E2) carry induced metrics. We can then represent the 
fundamental class [r,] of Sa by a unit length l-forms, and hence (9): [r,] a = R, L by a 
function multiple of a unit length orientation l-form, k,ds,, on C, a = R, L. 
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THEOREM 2. Let j: L + P4 ; &I* be an Arnold polari:ed compact orientable Lagrangian 
surface of genus g. 
(a) For any identification R2 z E2 
(b) I/equality holds in (a) then the rank 1 locus C has a component Cm which is-embedded 
as the boundary of a concex disk in E*. The remaining components of C lie in the interior of this 
disk. 
(c) lf g = 0 and equality holds in (a) then (L, j) is polarized homotopic to the standard 
sphere (see the Appendix). 
(d) If g = 1 and equality holds in (a) then C has two components Cm, Gin’ with Gin’ having 
0,2, or 4 cusp points and selfintersection number 0, - 1, or 0 respectively. The Maslou class is 
cohomologous to the fundamental class of a map T* + S’ with period 0 or 1. 
Proof. (a) For an open dense subset of lines I in P(E2) the perpendicular projection 
of C = C, n CL on 1 is a Morse function. Hence it has a max and min where either k, or k, 
is positive. Thus the length of (gR( { k, > 0)) n gL( { K,_ > 0})} in P( E*) c E2 is at least 2x. 
Thus deleting cusp points in the following integrals we have: 
We may write this as, 
.I:.:;::,,k.,ds~.1,,,,,4* 
and by Theorem la we have part (a). 
(b) By Sard’s theorem a generic linear function (u, - ): E* + Iw when pulled back to L 
by (poj) is Morse with all critical points lying in C - { cp}. By the equality assumption such 
a height function has exactly one maximum and minimum. Let 6 c C be a component of 
the rank 1 locus which contains the maximum point mxEC. Now the E2-curvature of C 
cannot change sign except possibly at a cusp points. Thus if we show that C contains no 
cusp points then C would be a convex immersed circle in E* with lE*-Gauss map of degree 
_+ I (any other degree would imply the existence of a linear height function with more than 
one maximum or minimum.) We would then have part (b). Suppose Ccontains a cusp point 
Cp which we may assume is the nearest to mx in the positive direction on C. Since L is 
compact, and p oj is surjective near a cusp point, every continuous arc with one endpoint at 
Cp must intersect C at another point. Now there exists a neighborhood of @ in C such that 
the E*-curvature of C is not zero on fJ - $. Thus as WC move along C from mx to $ the image 
poj( L) must locally lie to one side of the tangent line to C. Thus all points EE 6 between mx 
and Cp are local maximums for the linear height function defined by projection onto ( TzC). 
ThusforiZiELI- Cp they are the global maximum for projection onto ( T= C). Thus the 
folding and cusp must be as in Fig. 3. Choosing an arc as in the figure we have points on 
both sides of the line TzXC. This is a contradiction. 
Part (c) Now follows from part (b) and Theorem 1 since C can have only one convex 
imbedded component which consists of fold points. Hence C = S’ bounds convex disks 
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which is double covered by poj: S ’ --+ Iw’. Composing j with the prolongation of a 
diffeomorphism of R* and changing the identification IL!* 2 tE2 we may assume C is the unit 
circle. The polarized homotopy to the standard model is constructed by deforming the 
graph of j: S’ + P’ -. R2 along the fibers of B + iw’. We have part (c). 
To prove part (d) we have that the rank I locus decomposes as Cm u Gin’ where Cm is a 
convex circle in E2 and C’“’ is the remaining part of the rank I locus which lies in the interior 
of the disk bounded by Cm. A generic linear function (u, - ): E* + R when pulled back to L 
by (poj) is Morse, with two critical points 1. XE L of index I which lie in Gin’, and with 
critical points of index 0. and 2 lying in Cm. We know that Cm connects the maximum and 
minimum of (u, - ) so as to be transverse to non-critical level curves. It follows that, 
[Cm] = [u] EII,( T’, ii!) can be completed to a standard intersection basis [a], [h], for 
)I,( T2, 2’) by choosing a connected component of a lcvcl set of (v. - ) whose height lies 
bctwcen that of ,I, L’. Since 11 oj folds L along Cm the [ml-period of CC’“] is zero. We claim 
that the [ml-period of [b] is 0 or I. 
First the total polarization index of Ci”’ must bc - 2 and a generic linear functions will 
have exactly two critical points, Since every component of Ci”’ takes on a regular value with 
its projcctivc Gauss map, it follows that Gin’ has exactly one component. with a “two to 
one” projective Gauss map, such that the components of Gin’ - {cp} are locally convex 
in E2. 
Case 1: there are no cusp points and C’“’ is a convex curve bounding a disk. 
Cuso 2: It is known that the total number of cusps must be even, (Indeed this follows 
from Theorem 1) mod 2 and the fact that inserting a cusp on a curve changes the degree of 
its projective Gauss map by + 1). In this case Ci”’ carries a natural orientation so that the 
polarization index is - 2. Now we replace every cusps with a small marked convex loop to 
get (Ci”‘) an immersed oriented closed curves in IEz with E2-curvature non-positive and 
small marked loops. Now it is easy to construct a homotopy throuyh convex closed curves in 
Ez, (which preserves the small marked loops), from (Ci”‘) to one of the two models in Fig. 4. 
The model with internal loops has polarization index strictly less than -2. Upon inspection 
the model with external oops has polarization index - 2. and an even number of cusps, if 
and only if: either, there are ~-CUSPS and the self-intcrscction umber is - I, or there are 4- 
cusps and the self intersection number is 0, (see Fig. 5). 
Next by examining each case it is easy to show that there exists a UE Ez and a line I 
parallel to u such that; (u, - ) is Morse, p- ‘(I) n j( L) c T+ R2 consists of two circles, and 
the number of points in 1 n {Cm u Ci”‘} is less than or equal to 6. Thus either of these circles 
can be taken for [h] in H,( T2, Z). We need only show that the [ml-period ofsuch a [6] is 0 
or + I. To this end may assume that each component of p- l(I) n j( L) can be represented in 
cotangent coordinates by r(r) = (x(t), 0. p(t). q(c)), 1*{0,2n]. Now this curve cannot be 
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tangent to Cq = (p- ‘(I))‘, (whcrc p-‘(l) is vicwcd as ;L hypcrplanc in T*R’ and the 
pcrpcndicular is rclativc to the symplectic structure). Thus y,(f) = (.r( 0, 0, p(f). SC/( 1)) is a 
homotopy of p- ‘(I) A j( L) to a reductive curve (SW the Appendix). Finally since the points 
te [0, Zn J at which 1’0 ;I( t) fails lo immcrsc arc prcscrvcd by this homotopy and since there 
arc a total of six or less such points we must hnvc a component of I’- ‘(I) nj(L) with exactly 
two points whcrc /I’,; fails to immerse. Ilcnce the [nr]-period of the homology class 
rcprescnted by this component is 0 or + I and we art’ finished. 
Arkn~,,~lrJc/rmr,lIs--The author would like IO fhank R. L. Bryant. R. B. Gardner, J. SrashelT. A. Weinarcin for 
inspirauon. and the rcfcrcr: for pointing out that par1 of Theorem I could tx ddrrssed with Gromov’s 
A-principal 131. 
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APPESDIS: GRAPHS OF POLARIZED LAGRASGIAN SCRFACES 
Let r7: Gz( R’) 4 R3 denote the smooth fiber bundle whose fiber over a fixed point of R is the 
Grassmann of unoriented Z-dimensional subspaces which lie in the tangent space to W’ at the fixed 
point. Also let (0) denote the canonical Pfaffian system on G:(R’). (Recall that vector tangent to 
G,( W’) at a Z-plane over a point is annihilated by (0) if and only if :,-image lies in this Z-plane.) There 
is a natural action of the smooth difTeomorphisms of Iw” on GL(SBJ) which preserves the projection 17 
and the Pfaffian system (0). Next identify R3 with the total space of a smooth line bundle 11: B + iw* 
which is trivialized by z: B + $3. Consider the open subset J’ of G,( &I’) which consists of Z-planes at 
points of R’ - B which are transverse to the fibers of 11: B + Iwz. Notice that by restricting ri to 
J’cG,(R’)wegctafiberingr?:J’ + B. We also have an R-action $,: B + B defined by translation 
relative to the section (-_-’ (l)]. This action lifts J,: Gz(WJ) - G,( W’) so as to leave invariant 
J’ c G,( aBJ) and commute with the fibration %. If X denotes the vector field on J’ associated to this 
action then there exists a unique I-form fron J’ which generates (0) and satisfies: II = I, c/f71 X = 0. 
The quotient space fi: J’ - J ‘/R for this action is exactly the cotangent bundle T’SB’ z J l/R. Since li 
commutes with 6, it inducts a fibration I[: T+IBz -+ R1. The above conditions on d imply that d(r 
passes to the quotient where it defines the canonical symplectic structure on T*Jg’. Finally there is a 
unique l-form 0 on T*R’ such that, (T= i*O - d:. Since dll = tl8this dclincs the canonical l-form on 
7”W?. 
Now we dcscribc the corrcspondcnce between Lagrangian surfaces in T*R’ and their graphs in H. 
Given a smooth immersion II: !v!? --t R’ r U, which is nowhcrc tangent to the libers of 11: B + E-8’, the 
di&rcntial map I’,: ‘F.V’ -. TM3 provides a unique smooth /iji immersion 17: iEl’ + G,(OB’) which: has 
imapc in J’; commutes with the projection (i.e. n ag= h); and annihilates II (i.e. I?0 = 0). Certain 
smooth non-immcrsive 11: hfL -+ Iw’ 5: U have lift immersions which z-cover compact orientable 
Lagrangian surfaces in T*IBl. 
First given j: L -+ T+W’ a compact connected genus (I smoothly immersed Lagrangian surface we 
will construct its graph. Choose a basis y,: S’ -+ L, z = I . . . Zy for tll( L. P). We have well defined 
CO]-periods, p, = s;.,j * 0~ 33. z = I . . . 3~. Upon choosing a base point in L we get a subset of J’, 
{(j(i.), 2) E J’1j.E L. 2 = j*j*O). where the line integrals are over all possible paths from the base 
point to i.. This subset is a smooth, (generally) non-compact immersed submanifold r: L + J’ which: 
annihilates the contact form (i.e. c+ b= 0); is invariant under translation by Jp’,.: J’ + J’. 
z=l... Zy; and fi*~i: i-j(L) is a covering map with deck transformations J,,,, z = I,. . . , 28 
(i.e. JD-,.-I; ‘<= I; ‘c). We can summarize the situation with the following diagram, 
- r 
L- JILLB-L-@ 
G1 ;11 rl 
@.I) 
L -T*W’- R2 
where Ii: L’+ L is the induced covering map. We define the yruph of( L. j) to be ri 1 k’: L + B. This is a 
smooth non-immersed submanifold of B which is invariant under the translations &Pi B + B, P,E R 
z= I,. . . , Zy. (In [l] Arnold calls this thejronr of the Lagrangian L, or Legendrian L submanifold.) 
The_ relevant observation here is that. because of this translation invariance property the graph 
I? a& + B can be generated by a /indammral domain in B. That is a smooth map h: M2 -+ B of a 
compact o_rir_nted connected manifold (possibly with boundary) such that; given any point in the 
graph Eok(f.) c B there exist unique rn~M~, and (~,)EZ,, so that tinlp,o. . . ~+~~,~~,~h(m) agrees 
with the given point. For such a (ri 0 i): L + B with lift to J ’ immersive we get a covering of a 
Lagrangian surface in T*W2. Thus in order to construct a compact orientable immersed Lagrangian 
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surface we need only construct a compact fundamental domain h: bf’ -+ B and appropriate [0]- 
periods,&ER,B= 1 . . . r so that: the union over nr,~Z’ of (4~; h(M’)) is the image of a smooth 
map k: M2 x z’ = l+ B which has an immersive lift k’: L + I’. Then the composite 5 0 k’: e + T*Iw’ 
will be a covering of a compact Lagrangian surface in T*W’. 
If we are given a Laprangian surface by way of a fundamental domain h: M* --, B the [0] and 
[ml-periods of a cycle in L can be easily computed if the representative curve is an intersection 
with a subcotangent bundle. More precisely given a smooth immersed closed curve 
c: S’ -+ Iw2 and a fixed smooth section of the pull back bundle c*( 7Wr) which is not tangent to the 
curve we get a bundle injection 2 T’S * -* T* WL over c: St + W2. (A covector on ;Ts’ extends to PR2 
by annihilating the fixed section of c*( TR’).) We refer to the image C( T’S’) as a subcotang~nt bundle 
of T*8’ and note that it is a srmplecric submanifold of T*R’. We will say such a subcotangent bundle 
intersects a Lagrangian surface ruductirel_v if they intersect on an immersed circle 7: S’ 4 T’S’ which, 
is transverse to the Rank 1 LocusC in I!_.. and which contains no cusp points. Now if we trivialize the 
tangent bundle of 7.7’ then up to this choice y: S’ + T*S’ has a Gauss map into S’. Its degree is well 
defined up to sign and is denoted deg(y). 
LEMMA 3. [f a suhcotanyent bundle T*S’ 4 T*IW’ intersects j: L + T*W2 reductively on 
7: S’ + T*S’ then; 
(a) The CO]-period of[y] is the signed area oj’the region enclosed by r(S’) in T’S’. 
(b) The [ml-period o/[-i] is +deg(y). 
Prooj: Left to the reader. 
If we are given an Arnold polarized Laprangian surface by way of a fundamental domain and two 
components of C which intersect a reductive curve transversely then we can compare their R. L- 
dexterity as follows. First orient the reductive curve y(S’) in T*IW* and observe that at the points 
where y(S’) intersects C. the positive tanpcnt vector to g(S’) points”upward” or”downward” in T*S’. 
Now if one component intcrsccts y(S’) at an upward point and the other component intersects r(S’) at 
a downward point then they have opposite doxtcrity othcrwisc they share common dexterity. 
We now display a collection of fundamental domams for Lagrangian submanifolds. All of these 
figures lie in W’ x 58 = B + lFg’ with the fihcrs vertical lines. If the Lagrangian submanifold is not CO]- 
exact then adjoining the @translates of the fundamental domain’s boundary will create new edges 
which are identified upon passing to the Lagrangian submanifold. Dotted lines in the figures represent 
double points in the graph. We will sometimes include I reductive curve which will be labellcd p. WC 
will indicate the dextrrity of a component in the rank I locus C with the letters R and L. The 
polarization index of such a component is computed by projecting the curve to R’ via B -+ 5X2. We will 
occasionally include these projected curves. 
(a) Spheres 
The left-polarization indices of the spheres in Fig. 6 are 2.4, and I respectively. We refer to the first 
and last examples as the srurtdlrrd and hicuspol spheres respectively. 
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(b) Tori 
The simplest examples of tori T:e.,,e are given by fundamental domains with rotational 
symmetry (about the fibers of B + W’), and a transverse section which is a reductive curve 
7 = S:, c T*R = ( T*S’ - {a fiber}). (These will lie in the subcotangent bundle {y = 0.9 = 01.) In 
Fig. 7 we depict such fundamental domains for Ti,,.,.,, T&r.,, T: ,, 1 o and T,2#, D In the last . . . . . . 
example the domain has helical symmetry. In each of these examples C projects onto two concentric 
circles in R* and hence realizes equality in Theorem 2. Inserting one (resp. two) A, bifurcations (see 
Section 22 of [ 11) on the inner circle yields a torus which realize equality and has two (resp. four) cusps 
in its rank 1 locus. Other examples with equality and four cusps are depicted in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 7 
Fig. a 
Examples of higher genus Lagrangian submanifolds realizing equality in Theorem 2 can be 
constructed by taking the connected sums (as in Fig. 2) of the tori described above . An example 
realizing equality with high genus and two components in its rank one locus is depicted in Fig. 9. Thus 
taking connected sums we can construct a genus y 2 I Arnold polarized Lagrangian submanifold 
which realizes equality and whose rank I locus consists of several components. In this higher genus 
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setting we conjecture that equality. in Theorem 2 implies that there exists a standard intersection basis 
a,,b,i=l,,.., 2yforH,(L.Z).ainbi = Sii with the [ml-periods of the ai zero and the [ml-periods 
of the bi, 0 or + 1. 
(c) Here we provide an example of two Lagranpian immersions ji: S’ -+ TW’, i = 0. I which are 
homotopic through Lagrangian immersions but are not polarized homotopic. Let j, be the bicuspal 
sphere of example (a) above. The rank 1 Locus C is a pair of circles Sh and Sl whose polarization 
indices are both 1. Deform the graph of this sphere with exactly one Arnold B, bifurcation (p. 63, [I]) 
so that one cusp point is passed from Sk to Sl. This defines a Lagrangian homotopy j,: Sz -+ T*IWz, 
r~ [0, I]. The rank I locus forj, is still a pair of circles, Sk and Sl but ~j,(.5’A) is a immersed simple 
closed curve. Hence the polarization index of Sk is 2. It follows that these Lagrangian spheres arc not 
polarized homotopic. 
